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Communicate!
The history of modern day conference interpreting
is relatively brief. When a small group of men
and women decided to establish an international
association in the early-1950s, their goal was
to consolidate conference interpretation as a
recognized profession with all that implies.
And they succeeded to a large degree.
On today’s stage, however, all professions are being
subjected to intense transformation - or disruption.
Our world is changing. New developments in
technology, employment relationships, language
trends, education and geopolitics, to name but a
few, affect what we do and how we do it.
Broad general knowledge and the intellectual
curiosity that leads to it are traits common to
all interpreters. We, like our predecessors, are
participants in the times we live in. The sense of
being there is one of the joys of our job. We needn’t
forget, however, that we must also be actors in
shaping our profession.
The past doesn’t beckon with the lure of nostalgia.
Rather it urges us to engage with the contemporary
world. The time has come for us to think
strategically. For the collective body of interpreters,
this demands vision that takes into account our
social function and myriad roles, our reach across
the globe, and our capacity to define the profession
we love.

Luigi Luccarelli
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Note-taking for
Consecutive Interpreting:
A Short Course (2nd Edition)
by Andrew Gillies
A must-have book for anyone who wishes to develop
a robust, efﬁcient, and reliable note-taking system, or who
aims at training interpreters to do so.
MARC ORLANDO

B

efore looking in detail at the second
edition of Andrew Gillies’ book, let’s
state things clearly from the start:
This comprehensive and practical course is
undoubtedly one of the best resources to
be r ecommended to any i nte rp re ti ng
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student, any interpreter trainer or any
practitioner interested in improving their
note-taking skills and techniques by clearly
understanding the place and the role played
by note-taking in consecutive interpreting.
The author is well-known to most
interpreter trainers and educators, as
well as to professionals trained during the
last decade. The main reason is that the
first edition of this book (2005) was very
well received and has been used in many
interpreting courses since, but also because
his recent book Conference Interpreting: A
Student’s Practice Book (2013, Routledge)
deservedly gained its place in lists of
prescribed or suggested books in many
courses. Both books bear his signature
style: they are easy to read and follow, they
respond to a need for practical exercises,
and they provide students, educators and
professionals with very valuable ideas and
techniques to be applied in a self-directed
way. The second edition of this Short
Course is no different.
The debate about the development of notetaking skills in the training of interpreters
has always occupied an important place
in the academic and education field. Ilg
(1996) pointed out that as the technique
remains highly personal and individual,
some instructors and practitioners are
sceptical or neutral about the necessity
to teach note-taking, while others tend
to promote its systematic instruction as a
kind of code superimposed on language.
Whether it is taught systematically or not,
practitioners know that an effective notetaking technique is a necessary tool for
any consecutive interpreter to perform
well, and that it must be viewed as a
crutch whose function goes beyond that
of a simple summarized reproduction of an
utterance on paper, and which really works
as a memory reinforcer.
One major problem in the debate on
teaching note-taking systematically or not
lies in the difficulty to find a clear answer to
the question about the system being a too
personal one or not. As Ilg pinpointed, “The
consensus among those who have taught
note-taking in a systematic manner is that
any system should be highly individual but
based on common-sense rules of efficiency
and economy”. Gillies’ Short Course is a
very good illustration of how to apply such

common-sense rules and of the fact that
it is possible to teach - and therefore to
learn – how to take “clear, consistent and
efficient” notes (p.12).
To make the point that “note-taking is a
mechanical activity” and that “therefore
it can be made automatic, internalized”
(p.10-11), the author has designed the
course in such a way that readers will
develop a personal system of
notes that will prepare them for
most eventualities, based on
Gillies’ proposed “flexible system”
(p.13). As stated on page 12, “This
book seeks to ‘show’ readers clear
examples of the skills described
and ‘involve’ readers by asking
them to think for themselves
and to come up with their own
answers by completing a number
of tasks”. This metacognitive
approach,
allowing
readers
to acquire the skills and techniques by
reflecting on their own learning process,
is also what the author must be praised
for. Despite his broad experience, his
knowledge of the subject, and his status as
an authority, Gillies is never prescriptive in
his recommendations.

... an eﬀective
note-taking
technique is a
necessary tool for
any consecutive
interpreter
to perform well.

ANDREW GILLIES

The content of the book is developed
from the author’s vast experience in the
practice of consecutive interpreting but
also in training future professionals and
prospective EU interpreters. The course
has well-explained learning outcomes; it is
well-structured and well-balanced; it has a
clear progression along clear pedagogical
lines; and it relies on real-life examples of
speeches and resources. Suggested notes
are clearly displayed and properly justified,
which makes it easy for the reader to better
understand Gillies’ analysis and adhere to
his recommendations.
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As in its first iteration, the second edition of
the Short Course is split into three distinct
parts. In each part, all example speeches
and related notes have been updated.
Part One, The basics step-by-step,
“takes the reader through a series of stages
towards a framework system of consecutive
notes” (p.8), and does so by devoting a
chapter to each stage (i.e. principle or
practical component of note-taking):
Speech analysis; Recognizing and
splitting ideas; Diagonal notes;
Links; Verticality and hierarchies
of values; Symbols; and Noting
less. Each component or stage
is deconstructed, explained, and
illustrated with examples, tasks
and exercises. In this new edition,
the chapter on analysis has been
updated and includes only types
of analysis that impact on notetaking.

“When we
start doing
[note-taking]
from the
spoken word,
the note-taking
itself is less of a
novelty”, is more
“internalized”
and more
capacity can then
be dedicated
to listening.

The
teaching
principle
underpinning this part is to learn
to separate what the interpreter is
doing when taking notes and “add
incremental layers of difficulty”
(p.14), a perfect illustration of the
chosen metacognitive approach
mentioned earlier whereby the
trainee is given an opportunity
to “learn how to learn” (Orlando,
2016) by reflecting on and
tailoring their own learning curve.
What I particularly like in this part is the
advice given to start taking notes from
transcripts first (i.e. from the written word)
to separate the note-taking task from the
listening task and better measure what
can overload the interpreter’s intellectual
and cognitive capacity. As explained by
the author: “When we start doing [notetaking] from the spoken word, the notetaking itself is less of a novelty”, is more
“internalized” and more capacity can then
be dedicated to listening (p.15).
One could even go as far as inviting
trainees to read speeches and write their
own speeches on a regular basis, paying
attention to the macro-structure more
than the micro-elements of the text, and
thus gaining the ability to produce what
any consecutive interpreter is required to
produce: a logically structured speech.
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Part Two, Fine-tuning, complements
Part One and “is a collection of tips and
ideas” that “have been tried and tested
successfully by many interpreters” (p.8).
Here, the different chapters (Clauses;
Rules of abbreviation; Verbs; The recall
time; Uses of margin; More on links;
Comparisons; Pro-forms; Noting sooner,
or later; How you write it; More on
symbols; Things you didn’t catch; The
end) can be taken in any order, once
again inviting the learner to somehow be
involved in their own learning process.
The section on comparisons and the
second chapter on links are new to this
edition and add to a higher clarity and
logic of the course.
Part Three, The back of the book,
is a collection of “sample speeches, notes
taken from them, and commentaries on
those notes”, together with versions of the
recommended tasks set in the chapters
of the previous parts. A new element
included in this second edition is an
interesting and handy compilation of notetaking recommendations and guidelines
made by several other authors, useful for
comparison and reference.
As was the original book, this new
edition is very well written, very logically
organised, user-friendly, and highly
readable: it undoubtedly provides all the
right exercises, examples and explanations
needed by anyone interested in
undertaking a self-directed short course
on this topic.
My only caveat would be of a pedagogical
nature. I tend to believe that any
constructivist student-centred course,
especially when it is designed as this one
was and is underpinned by metacognitive
considerations, should include some
feedback mechanisms. In the case of
the Short Course, this could have been
achieved by integrating the use of digital
technology in the learning process.
Today’s digital pen technology, as well
as note-taking apps and styluses for
phones or tablets, provide the instrument
trainers need to integrate feedback and
remediation strategies in the scaffolding
and progression of their courses. The
possible access to the process of notetaking that digital technology allows
with such tools today could have been

recommended by the author as a means
for trainees to capture their notes ‘live’
and to replay and assess them through
self or peer-assessment strategies. This, in
my view, would have perfectly completed
the metacognitive approach developed
throughout the book. The use of such
technology could also have been used to
present authentic handwritten examples of
notes instead of typewritten ones. However,
and despite this unique reservation, I
consider this second edition of Andrew
Gillies’ book a must-have for anyone who
wishes to develop a robust, efficient, and
reliable note-taking system, or who aims at
training interpreters to do so.

Allow me to close this review by also
saying that given the quality of the
author’s previous books, I will really be
looking forward to reading and using
his forthcoming new publication on
consecutive interpreting, announced for
2018.
Webpage: https://aiic.net/page/8355/
note-taking-for-consecutive-interpretinga-short-course-2nd-edition-by-andrewgillies/lang/1
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Remembering
Jeannie de Clarens
A critical link in helping the allies defeat Nazi German,
she pursued a career in conference interpreting
after the war – and never uttered a word of German again.
CHRISTOPHER THIERY

J

eannie de Clarens (née Rousseau), who
died peacefully at the age of 98 at her son’s
home in France on August 23, 2017, was a
Paris-based colleague and an AIIC member of
long standing. Many will remember this stylish
French A, English B, Spanish C interpreter –
and indeed her “Cours d’expression française”
at ESIT left a lasting impression on numerous
former students. Few, however, knew that
her main foreign language had been German
because after the war she never uttered a word
of it, nor about the circumstances that had led
to her deportation to Ravensbruck. And yet it
was thanks to her knowledge of German that
she joined the French Resistance in 1940, later
becoming an active member of the Alliance
intelligence network, which worked directly
with the British Intelligence Service. And it
was through her espionage activities that the
Allies obtained vital information
about the V2 rocket-testing
facilities at Peenemunde, leading
to massive RAF bombing raids. The
ensuing delay in completing the V2
programme saved many lives.

The ensuing
delay in
completing the
V2 programme
saved many lives.

It all started at Dinard, in Brittany,
where Jeannie’s father had taken his
wife and daughter when the German
armies invaded France in May
1940. Jeannie was a brilliant young Sciences
Politiques graduate with good knowledge of
languages, particularly German. Her father
had been in the Diplomatic service and had
seen to it that his only daughter would be
capable of exploring broad horizons. So when
his friend, the Mayor of Dinard, said that he
needed someone to help him in his dealings
with the occupying forces, he immediately
“volunteered” Jeannie. Soon after she was
passing on information to the Resistance, but
as time passed the Germans grew suspicious
and in 1941 she was arrested and imprisoned
at Rennes. She was released for lack of proof,
and also because several young German
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officers vouched for her – such a charming girl
wouldn’t harm a fly! She was forced, however,
to leave Dinard.
She returned to Paris and got a job with
a section of the Chamber of Commerce
engaged in constant negotiations with
the occupiers who controlled everything,
including all purchases of raw materials and
imports. She was therefore a regular visitor
to the Hotel Majestic, the headquarters of the
German Military High Command (and which
was to house UNESCO after the war). She
realised that she was beginning to hear, and
see, things that could be useful to the Allies but she had no contacts. And then one night
on a train she met a man she had known at the
Sorbonne, Georges Lamarque. There were no
empty seats, so they stood talking quietly in
the corridor. And that is how Jeannie became
Amniarix in a small outfit called the Druids
that Lamarque was setting up in the Alliance
network. Having an excellent memory, she
picked up a lot of information from listening
to German officers talking among themselves;
they enjoyed the company of this charming
and apparently harmless young French girl
who spoke their language.
At the same time she became indispensable
to her French employers, who even sent
her to Germany to further their industrial
undertakings. And that is how she was able to
gather information about Peenemunde. The
reports she drafted on her return were passed
on through the Alliance network to the British.
There was a fair amount of disbelief - rockets
were unknown at the time - but Reginald Jones,
the scientist in charge of RAF intelligence, was
impressed with the precision of the reports and
sent them on to Churchill. Hence the massive
raids in August 1943. After the war, through
a BBC television programme, Jones met the
author of the remarkable reports. They were
both honoured by the CIA in 1993.

about what she had been through.
Years later, when we had both
long since retired, I used to go and
see her regularly in Paris. And like
many others, I urged her to write
about her amazing experiences.
She always demurred, with a
variety of excuses, saying that
what she had done was nothing
extraordinary – information was
put in her way and obviously she
had to pass it on… And then there
was a fire in her apartment and
her note-books were lost… She
accepted, however, to talk to me
and be recorded. But the only real
interview she ever gave was to
David Ignatius, for the Washington
Post. It appeared in 1998 and can
be found here on the Mémoire de
guerre website. When she died, the
New York Times published this
long article about her.
In April 1944 the British decided they wanted
to debrief Jeannie, who certainly had a lot to
say beyond what went into her reports. She
and several others were to be picked up in
northern Brittany by a British patrol boat, but
the Germans got there first and they were all
arrested. Fortunately, Jeannie’s captors never
connected the Madeleine Chauffour of her
ID card, who was peddling nylon stockings (!),
with Jeannie Rousseau… All the same she was
deported to Ravensbruck on August 15, 1944.
Jeannie’s life in the camps is an epic story in its
own right. Speaking fluent German, she was
the natural spokeswoman for her comrades
in misfortune, including when 400 of them
refused to work in a German ammunition
factory. The camp authorities singled her out
for special “treatment” as a ringleader, and
when she was liberated by the Swedish Red
Cross in April 1945 she was suffering from
severe tuberculosis and barely alive.
After the war, she spent some time in a
sanatorium where she met her future
husband, Henri de Clarens, who was
recovering from Buchenwald and Auschwitz.
She returned gradually to normal life and
became a conference interpreter, first with
SHAPE, then as a freelance.
I first met Jeannie in 1946 in Auvergne, where
she was convalescing. When she felt well, she
would take several of her young admirers
to tour the lakes in the German BMW
convertible the Americans had given her –
they knew of her exploits. She was already
engaged to Henri; she knew she could live
only with someone who didn’t need to be told

Jeannie’s life
in the camps
is an epic story
in its own right.

Whatever Jeannie might say, what
struck me most, apart from the
real courage she had shown, was
the extraordinary self-discipline
required to keep up a totally fictitious
personality, to be able to respond
naturally to an unexpected question
about what you were doing on such and such
a date, in such and such a place… Lies, all lies,
ever at her fingertips. She told me that after
several years of lying 24 hours a day, getting
back to normal human relations had not been
easy.
Jeannie was made a member of the Légion
d’Honneur in 1955 and a Grand Officer of the
same in 2009.
We owe you a lot, Jeannie. It is thanks to
people like you that today we are free.

Webpage: https://aiic.net/page/8358/
remembering-jeannie-de-clarens/lang/1

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Christopher Thiéry started his interpreting
career at OEEC and later NATO. Then after
freelancing for 17 years, he joined the Quai
d’Orsay in 1979 as head of its new interpreting
department and official interpreter for
English. From 1976 to 1993 he was director
of interpreting at ESIT. He was elected AIIC
Executive Secretary (1956-59), President
(1963-66) and Honorary President (2009).
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Constantin Andronikof:
une courte biographie
En 1953, avec André Kaminker, chef interprète
du Conseil de l’Europe et Hans Jacob, chef interprète
de l’Unesco, Constantin Andronikof fonde
l’Association Internationale des Interprètes de conférence.
A N N E - M A R I E W I D L U N D - FA N T I N I

N

é dans une famille de princes
géorgiens, Constantin Andronikof
arrive à Paris en 1920, à l’âge de
quatre ans, via Constantinople et Bordeaux,
avec sa mère et sa grand-mère.
Après des études secondaires au Seaford
Collège en Grande-Bretagne puis à École
Gerson et au Lycée Janson-de-Sailly à
Paris, enfin des études universitaires à la
Sorbonne, les connaissances linguistiques
de Constantin Andronikof l’amènent à faire
des traductions littéraires d’auteurs russes,
essentiellement religieux.

... interprète
au Ministère
des Aﬀaires
étrangères.
À cette époque,
il a encore
le statut
de réfugié russe.

Pendant les années 1936-1937,
il a un premier job comme « trafic
officer » pour British Airways, à
l’aéroport du Bourget.

Engagé volontaire en 1939, d’abord
au bataillon des EOR (Élèves
officiers de réserve) à Fontainebleau,
puis dans les Écoles de pilotage à
Versailles et au Maroc, démobilisé
en 1940, Constantin Andronikof
entreprend alors des études à
l’Institut de théologie orthodoxe
Saint Serge et obtient une licence
de théologie. Il continue d’écrire et
de traduire, tout en enseignant la littérature
française au lycée russe à Boulogne-sur-Seine.
Sa production philosophique personnelle se
poursuivra tout au long de sa vie.
En 1946, Constantin Andronikof épouse
Natalie de Couriss, Russe comme lui. Trois
enfants naissent de leur union, Emmanuel,
Anne et Marc.
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La carrière de Constantin Andronikof en
tant qu’interprète de russe et d’anglais
au service du gouvernement français
commence au lendemain de la Seconde
Guerre mondiale. Il obtient alors un poste
d’interprète contractuel au Ministère
des Affaires étrangères. À cette époque,
il a encore le statut de réfugié russe.
Le Ministre des Affaires étrangères de
l’époque, Georges Bidault, lui fait obtenir
la nationalité française en 1947, à la veille
d’une conférence à Moscou. Cette même
année, Andronikof devient titulaire du
poste d’Interprète officiel du Ministère des
Affaires étrangères. À ce titre, il interprète
le russe et l’anglais pour les officiels français
à toutes les rencontres diplomatiques et
conférences internationales de 1945 à
1958.
En 1948 Andronikof est détaché par
le Ministère des Affaires étrangères à
l’Organisation européenne de coopération
économique (OECE), qui venait d’être créée
à Paris, au Château de la Muette, dans le
cadre du Plan Marshall. Il en a dirigé le service
de l’interprétation jusqu’en 1952, quand il a
repris ses fonctions au Ministère. Pendant
ces quatre années Constantin Andronikof
a formé de nombreux interprètes, qui ont
aussi fait partie des premières légions de
l’AIIC. C’est d’ailleurs au cours d’un déjeuner
en 1951, où il avait convié André Kaminker
et Hans Jacob au Château de la Muette, que
les bases de la future association ont été
jetées.
Et c’est ainsi qu’en novembre 1953,
avec deux collègues, André Kaminker,

P E T R O G R A D ( S A I N T- P É T E R S B O U R G ) , 1 6 J U I L L E T
1 9 1 6 - PA R I S , 1 2 S E P T E M B R E 1 9 9 7 . C O F O N D A T E U R D E L’A I I C E T P R É S I D E N T D E 1 9 5 6 À 1 9 6 3 . A :
FRANÇAIS, RUSSE, B : ANGLAIS.

Pendant toute sa carrière
d’interprète
diplomatique,
Constantin Andronikof reste très
impliqué dans la vie de la paroisse
orthodoxe Saint Serge à Paris. Il
occupera la chaire de théologie
liturgique à l’Institut Saint Serge
où il soutient sa thèse de théologie
Le cycle pascal en 1980. Il est
le doyen de l’Institut de 1991 à
1993.

chef interprète du Conseil de l’Europe
et Hans Jacob, chef interprète de
l’Unesco, Constantin Andronikof fonde
l’Association Internationale des Interprètes
de conférence. Il en est le président de
1956 à 1963. Les dispositions régissant
la profession d’interprète de conférence,
arrêtées pendant la présidence de
Constantin Andronikof, constituent encore
soixante ans plus tard le fondement de l’AIIC.
Avec la nouvelle constitution de 1958,
Constantin Andronikof obtient le titre
d’Interprète officiel du Président de la
République et du Gouvernement. Il sera
présent à toutes les conférences politiques
entre la France et des pays anglophones et
russophones jusqu’en 1976, date à laquelle il
quitte volontairement son poste d’interprète
officiel au Ministère des Affaires étrangères.
Il choisit alors de poursuivre sa carrière en
free-lance, à l’ONU, l’UNESCO, l’ONUDI
et l’OCDE, parmi d’autres organisations
internationales. Il arrête définitivement
l’interprétation de conférence en 1991.
Dès le début des années cinquante,
Andronikof enseigne l’interprétation de
conférence, d’abord à l’Ecole d’interprètes de
HEC, puis à l’École supérieure d’interprètes
et de traducteurs (ESIT) de 1961 à 1975.

En 1975 il crée aux Éditions l’Age
d’Homme la collection Sophia
– pensée et religion, où seront
publiées les œuvres majeures de
théologiens orthodoxes russes du
XXe siècle, qu’il traduit et ne cessera de faire
connaître en Occident.
La grande rigueur intellectuelle de
ce diplomate, homme de foi, érudit et
humaniste, ne l’empêchait pas d’aimer la
camaraderie au sein de l’Association, les
romans policiers et le whisky single malt.
Constantin Andronikof était Commandeur
de la Légion d’Honneur.
Webpage: https://aiic.net/page/8353/
c o n s t a n t i n - a n d r o n i ko f - u n e - c o u r t e biographie/lang/2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Anne-Marie Widlund-Fantini est diplômée de
l’École Supérieure d’Interprètes et de Traducteurs
(ESIT, Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris III) en 1975, où
elle est ensuite chargée de cours de 1976 à 1990.
D’abord free-lance à Paris, elle intègre le Parlement
européen en 1995 et dirige la division française de
l’interprétation de 2001 à 2009. Elle est l’auteur
de plusieurs articles consacrés à l’interprétation de
conférence et à son enseignement et d’une biographie,
Danica Seleskovitch – Interprète et témoin du XXe
(Éditions L’Âge d’Homme, 2007).
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Conference Procedure:
A Very Short History
A conference interpreter has to be familiar with
parliamentary procedure. But where did the rules and their
attendant rituals come from?
CHRISTINE ADAMS

I

12

realised that my interest in conference
procedure was unusual when I saw that I
was the first person to borrow two books
on the subject – and the second to borrow
two other volumes. The books in question
were published in 1929, 1933, 1943
and 2006. Now Cambridge University
Library may not have lots of users with my
déformation professionelle but I feel it is
time to move on from this particular set of
concerns. Before going, however, here is a
short account of my findings.

point of a booth: many interpreters
have witnessed the problems caused by
incompetent chairing, the time wasted by
a poor understanding of how to consider
amendments or the power enjoyed
by any delegate who has mastered an
organisation’s rules of procedure before
taking their seat at a conference. Observing
such things got me wondering where those
rules and their attendant rituals came
from. Why are conferences organised the
way they are?

It is easy enough to develop an interest in
the language of meetings from the vantage

Clearly there have been meetings – and
interpreters – for as long as we have had

language. Formal meetings involving official
representatives have a shorter history.
Some scholars go back to the ancient
Greek city states or to the 325 Council of
Nicaea, the first ecumenical council of the
Christian church, but there does seem to be
agreement on the significance of the 1648
Congress of Westphalia, which was the
first conference to serve as an instrument
of world affairs.1 The next key event was
the Congress of Vienna of 1815, convened
after the fall of Napoleon:
“For the first time there appeared a widespread
conviction that [international] relations might
be concerned with something other than the
separate interests of monarchs, necessarily
opposed to each other, and that they might
be conducted on a collective rather than an
individualistic basis.”2
The Great Powers met in conference
in the course of the nineteenth century
whenever the territorial agreements
reached in Vienna were threatened. These
meetings were generally chaired by the
host country’s minister of foreign affairs
and did not require rules of procedure.
Progressive accounts of international
organisations hold that there were two
historical trends that led to the rise in the
number of international meetings: the
rising number of independent states with
representative governments along with
industrialisation and growing trade. The
nineteenth century saw the more and more
international and regional conferences
as well as the development public
international unions like the Universal
Postal Union (1874). Such organisations
set regulations for international transport
and communication that were important to
the industrialised world.
Frederick Sherwood Dunn, writing in 1929,
when there was still some hope that the
League of Nations would forestall conflict
between nations, makes a clear distinction
between political conferences where states
pursued their own interests by having
their negotiators defend their positions
and non-political conferences where the
general public has a stake in the practical
regulation of a given set of activities.3
Non-political conferences were more like
legislative bodies with a specific set of
objectives that made it easier to agree on

permanent bodies, periodic meetings and
rules of procedure.
Dunn dwells on the example of the 1874
Berne Conference establishing the
Universal Postal Union where rules of
procedure were presented and adopted,
non-sovereign states could be represented,
there was no requirement that decisions
be taken unanimously and the General
Committee formed to consider specific
issues and report back to the conference
was kept small enough to get its work done.4
It is probably true today that meetings
with technical agendas can proceed more
smoothly than those where politically
sensitive questions have to be tackled; it
is interesting that the very organisation
of the work of a conference proved easier
in a meeting about international postal
administration than in those tackling
contentious issues like the laws of war or
international conflicts.
That said, parliamentary procedure
had clear influence on both types of
conference. Government representatives
at international meetings resorted to the
approach taken in their home institutions,
which is how we have expressions like
‘giving the floor’, ‘calling a speaker
to order’ and the like. Government
procedure informed
allied
initiatives during World War I
when the need to coordinate
activities led to regular meetings
of heads of state and government
and, in November 1917 to the
establishment of the Supreme
War Council to coordinate allied
military strategy. Sir Maurice
Hankey, Secretary to the British
Cabinet with experience of the
Committee of Imperial Defence,
had developed that body’s
practice of recording not just decisions,
but also the discussions preceding such
decisions: précis-writing. He introduced
that practice to the Allies’ meetings, where
English was placed on an equal footing
with French, the recognised language of
diplomacy at the time. The allied war-time
organisation informed the approach taken
to the peace talks held in Versailles in 1919.

Government
representatives
at international
meetings
resorted to the
approach taken
in their home
institutions.

The founders of the League of Nations
– one of the achievements of the Treaty
of Versailles – referred to parliamentary
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procedure in developing the organisation’s
detailed rules of procedure. “The rules
would appear to have been influenced
primarily
by
British
parliamentary
procedure, but certainly not exclusively so.”5
Those rules have had a lasting influence:
accounts of conferences and procedure
from the inter-war period have an uncanny
familiarity. Robbie Sobel maintains that
the 1945 provisional rules of procedure of
the UN General Assembly were based on
those of the League of Nations.6
Dunn’s 1929 account of the role
of a conference president, recordkeeping practices and expected
results – treaties, declarations
or final acts – holds no surprises.
He does describe some technical
change in his explanation of how
stenography and rapid printing
speeded up record-keeping; there
have been further developments
in that respect but not radical
departures from the conference
norm.

These early
writers
on international
conferences had
a remarkable
sense of what
was possible
with commitment
and organisation.

William O’Davoren, writing in
1943, describes preparatory
work for conferences, their material
arrangements and administrative services
in terms that are also recognisable. In
fact the only area where he has been
overtaken by events is interpretation. He
enthuses about the ‘modern miracle’ of the
new ‘system of simultaneous telephonic
interpretation’ which worked well for
‘orderly discussions’ but was clearly more
familiar with consecutive interpreting and
chuchotage. His understanding of the work
done by interpreters is recognisable, as
is his accent on the need for training and
preparation. I was amused when I saw

his conclusion to the use of simultaneous
interpreting:
“In order to facilitate the tasks of the
interpreters, delegates who intend to speak
from a written text should be requested to
hand it to the head interpreter an hour or two
in advance.”
These early writers on international
conferences had a remarkable sense of
what was possible with commitment and
organisation. It is interesting to think about
what they would make of today’s world of
international organisations and meetings
which I suspect would be both very familiar
and bewilderingly complex.
Webpage: https://aiic.net/page/8186/
c o n f e r e n c e - p r o c e d u r e - a - ve r y - s h o r t history/lang/1
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New ISO standards
relating to conference
interpreting
Three new standards related to conference interpreting
and two updated standards on interpretation
booths and equipment are now in place.
KLAUS ZIEGLER & BENOÎT KREMER

I

n December 2016, the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO)
published three new standards relating to
conference interpreting (spoken languages
and signed languages). The updating of the
two standards relating to permanent and
mobile interpretation booths (ISO 2603,
Simultaneous interpreting — Permanent
booths — Requirements and ISO 4043,
Simultaneous interpreting — Mobile booths
— Requirements), as well as the new standard
on technical equipment in simultaneous

interpretation
booths
(ISO
20109,
Simultaneous interpreting — Equipment —
Requirements), are aimed at interpreting
booth manufacturers, companies hiring
out technical equipment, events agencies
and meeting room architects, as well as
at conference interpreters themselves.
Representatives
from
various
AIIC
Regions made a significant contribution to
the drafting and updating of these three
standards.
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New and updated standards
relating to interpretation booths
and technical equipment

Technical equipment for
simultaneous interpretation (ISO
20109)

The review of the standards applying to
interpreting booths, which are almost
20 years old, focuses in particular on
architectural and functional requirements
as well as sound insulation. Technical
equipment requirements are now specified
separately. These four restructured
technical standards, will allow architects,
sound
installation
designers
and
manufacturers to create improved
next-generation interpretation booths.
Members from several AIIC Regions
were involved in the expert group ISO/
TC 37/SC 5/WG 3 (“Facilities
and equipment for interpretation
services”), where they contributed
their specialist knowledge as
well as their experience gained
from working in many different
situations.

This new standard contains rules on the
technological equipment used in the booth
and other interpretation facilities (e.g.
interpreting consoles, microphones and
headphones), and provides an essential
basis to guarantee the quality of the service
provided and protect the health and safety
of interpreters. This review provides
improvements to microphone requirements
and microphone management; sound input
and output switching; speech intelligibility;
image quality, image projection and lip
synchronisation; video screen features
including quality, and interpreter selection
of video inputs; technical management
of the interpretation facilities, disability
compliancy of interpreting desks, hearing
protection and appropriate seating. There
is now a requirement for a display in the
interpretation console showing when the
interpretation is being broadcast (television,
radio, webstreaming, video conference) or,
more generally, when it is being recorded
for future use.

AIIC
requirements
provide
the basis
for assessing
qualiﬁcations
and language
skills.

Permanent interpretation
booths (ISO 2603:2016 or
DIN EN ISO 2603)

As far as permanent interpretation
booths are concerned, advances
have been made, for instance on improving
the interpreters’ view of speakers, the
podium and presentations, as well as their
access to an Internet connection (WLAN)
and a sufficient power outlets for laptops,
tablets, etc.

Mobile interpretation booths (ISO
4043:2016 or DIN EN ISO 4043)
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The new standard is directed at
interpretation booth manufacturers as
well as companies hiring out technical
interpretation equipment and their clients,
meeting organisers and events agencies.
The new version provides improvements
to the quality of the workplace and
ensures that requirements needed for
interpretation quality and excellence can
be even better met in future. In concrete
terms, this means high air quality and
optimal acoustic conditions in the booth
due to sensors measuring CO2, quieter
fans and better sound insulation from
other booths in the meeting room.

Quality of audio and video signals
for simultaneous interpretation
(ISO 20108)
This standard defines the basic parameters
applicable to the quality of audio and
video input signals for simultaneous
interpretation. It also sets out for the
first time requirements on simultaneous
interpretation in situations where the
interpreters, the audience and the speaker
are not all present in the same place (distance
interpreting/remote interpreting). The final
version of this standard was published in
October 2017.

First standard on conference
interpreting: DIN 2347
In March 2017, the German Institute
for Standardization – DIN (Deutsches
Institut für Normung e.V.) – published a
new standard, DIN 2347, Translation and
interpreting services – Interpreting services
– Conference Interpreting. This standard
is aimed at professional conference
interpreters, and addresses the subjects

of qualifications and working procedures.
Internationally, the DIN 2347 standard is
the first on conference interpreting. It was
drafted by the DIN Standards Committee
Terminology
(NAT)
working
group
“Translation and interpreting services”.
Several members of AIIC’s German Region
have supported the development of the DIN
2347 standard within this Committee over
the last years.
The criteria included in the DIN 2347
standard cover requirements on language
skills and conference interpreter training,
as well as current important topics such
as data protection or the responsible
management of sensitive content. The work
steps which are carried out before and after
an interpreting assignment are also taken
into account.

Certiﬁcation is now possible
This new standard provides freelance
conference interpreters with the possibility
of demonstrating that they are certified
according to the DIN 2347 standard,
particularly to their clients certified
according to the ISO-9001 standard,
thereby proving the professionalism of their
working methods. The audits verify the
qualifications that are required to practice
conference interpreting and inspect
organisational procedures, the degree of
standardisation and the level of information
security. However, the inspection does not
cover actual interpreting assignments.
AIIC requirements provide the basis for
assessing qualifications and language skills.
Today a university degree in conference
interpreting is commonly the first step
into the profession, and admission to the
Association rests on proof of professional
experience based on a minimum number
of days worked in line with AIIC’s rules
and standards, and endorsement by three
AIIC members who have worked with the
candidate and thus are able to assess his or
her language qualifications in situ.

Webpage: https://aiic.net/page/8159/
new-iso-standards-relating-toconference-interpreting/lang/1
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One, Two, Sound Check:
Interpreters meet with
SI equipment providers
Conference interpreters and sound engineers want
to collaborate, so in Turkey we brought them together
to form bonds.
BAHAR ÇOTUR

“
18

[Interpreters] don’t have those dead fish
eyes anymore.” That’s what a technician
told me, a broad smile on his face, when
I ran into him at an assignment a couple of
months after our event called “One, Two,
Sound Check”, a conference bringing
together SI equipment providers and
conference interpreters. “They’ve started

greeting us, and have stopped rapping on
the window!” Nothing could have made me
happier!
“One, Two, Sound Check” took place
in Istanbul on 13 January 2017, coorganized by the Conference Interpreters
Association of Turkey (TKTD) (www.tktd.

org), and AIIC Turkey (www.aiic.net).
More than 80 participants from various
cities in the country attended, including
conference interpreters (members and nonmembers of AIIC and/or TKTD), over 20 SI
equipment providers represented by their
owners, managers and/or technical staff,
representatives of conference organizers
and congress centers, and academics.
Keynote speaker Klaus Ziegler, Coordinator
of AIIC’s Technical and Health Committee
and ISO Group, talked about the two revised
ISO booth standards (ISO 2603 and ISO
4043) and new equipment requirements (the
then draft ISO 20109). Panel discussions
were held on the importance of cooperation
and communication between stakeholders,
scientific aspects of how sound quality
influences the quality of interpretation, and
expectations parties have of one another.
There were heated discussions on this last
topic, but rather than summarize them here
I would refer the reader to this article on the
same topic in AIIC’s webzine Communicate!.

but still the messages of both parties were
compelling, and some results made us
perceive the situation in a whole new light.
We are all humans after all – but
with different priorities
We asked interpreters what they expected
most of technicians. The top three
answers were “active listening” [during the
conference], “standard booth/equipment”
and “solution-orientedness”. “Kindness”
came fourth – no surprise, we all want to
see a friendly face in the morning – but with
62% only.

The surprise highlight of the event was the
switch in roles of the two professional groups
present – interpreters at the technicians’
table trying to coordinate microphones (with
the help of real technicians), and technicians
next to an interpreter in the booth trying to
parrot speeches (when interpretation was
not needed!). Participants said they enjoyed
themselves tremendously and also gained a
whole new perspective on what the other
party was doing.
Although the conference was very much
appreciated, the real eye-opener for us were
the results of an anonymous survey that
TKTD carried out in November/December
2016 with responses from 76 Interpreters
and 56 owners/managers/technicians of
equipment suppliers. There were two sets of
questions, with those aimed at interpreters
formulated by interpreters, and those for
technicians written with the help of fellow
technicians. For questions with multiple
answers, the respondents were asked to
rate each item on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being
‘completely irrelevant’, and 5 ‘extremely
relevant’. When interpreting results, we
added up items that scored 4 and 5 to
establish a ranking.
Of course, some answers just confirmed
what we had been presuming all along,

Technicians, on the other hand, had other
priorities. Their top three expectations
were “direct reporting of problems” [rather
than going to the client first], “leaving a
clean booth behind” (quite embarrassing:
one respondent commented that he once
even found discarded nylon stockings in the
booth), and “politeness”.
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In a similar vein, the top three complaints
of interpreters about technicians were “not
listening actively/indifferent”, “incompetent”
and “substandard booth/equipment”. This
suggests that interpreters can tolerate a
substandard booth as long as the technicians
can solve the problems.

of technicians said yes.
MESSAGE 2

• Interpreters & Technicians: I feel more
secure and at ease when I know you.
Then there were three questions that we
addressed exclusively to technicians and
their answers caught us by surprise. The
first was “Is it important for you whether the
interpreter is a TKTD member?” We, very
naively, thought that they, too, would see
membership as a kind of quality assurance,
but less than half of them (47.3%) seemed
to agree with us.
MESSAGE 3

And those of the technicians were “leaving
a messy booth behind”, “impolite” (the
technicians who we asked for help also
included a related item that said “not
greeting/thanking the technician”), and
“asking the technician questions that should
be asked to the client”.

• Technicians: I don’t see what’s in it for me
when the interpretation is good
Similarly, only 69.1% said they cared about
the quality of the interpretation. (We did
not even consider asking the interpreters
whether it was important for them if the
technicians did their job well because we
were pretty sure that the answer would be
100% yes.)
MESSAGE 4

• Technicians: I don’t feel part of a “team”
with you.

Take-aways
Both interpreters and technicians want to
collaborate.
MESSAGE 1

• Interpreters: I need your help to do my
job right!
• Technicians: Treat me right so I can help
you out!
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We asked both groups whether it was
important for them to know each other
from a former assignment. It seems
familiarity is an important factor for both:
72% of the interpreters and a telling 91%

Finally, we asked technicians whether it
was important for them that interpreters
were knowledgeable about the technical
equipment. We were assuming it did not
matter much, but almost all (96.4%) said
yes. Additional comments revealed that
they expected us to know basic things like
switching between channels, connecting
our own headset or being careful in handling
the equipment.
MESSAGE 5

• Technicians: Take good care of the
equipment and don’t blame my equipment
for your own mistakes!
What we heard – loud and clear
There were more questions and really
pages of comments by technicians
and interpreters, but overall our main
conclusions were that interpreters seem to

be more performance- and quality-focused,
and tend to underestimate the human
aspect (and unfortunately, sometimes the
importance of manners), while technicians
seem to be more relation-/behaviorfocused, and do not think quality (i.e. the
quality of interpretation) matters much (and
mistake the interpreter’s cry for attention
for diva behavior).
The priority of interpreters is to do their job
right, whereas that of technicians is to be
treated right. Interpreters are well aware
that they need technicians to perform to the
best of their ability (but are not really good
at showing they appreciate sound engineers’
efforts), but technicians do not feel that
it takes a “team” to stage a high quality
performance. It seems much education is
needed for both parties…
Time for action!
At the conference, the interpreters’
association promised to inform all members
of the results and take necessary actions
to improve the situation. In the following
six months, we organized two member
meetings, one in Ankara and one in
Istanbul, with a presentation of the survey
and discussion of concrete suggestions.
As a result, we have drafted an “in-booth
checklist” that consists of items about booth
manners as well as reminders vis-à-vis the
aforementioned expectations of technicians
(greeting and thanking technicians, tidying
up before we leave, handling the equipment
more carefully, etc.). The checklist has been
prepared in consultation with SI equipment

providers, both unofficially and officially,
and once designed and produced will be
sent to them to be placed in the booths.
Seeing that knowing each other better
makes a big difference, we have decided to
organize more social gatherings (our first
occasion will be the publication of the new
ISO standards in Turkish). We will repeat
the survey once we have introduced the
changes and implemented them for some
time, and hope to see a significant change in
results. At the end of the day, we know very
well that we cannot deliver our best without
the genuine help and support of our sound
engineers.
Webpage: https://aiic.net/page/8318/
one-two-sound-check-interpretersmeet-with-si-equipment-providers/
lang/1
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